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The What

• Artificial Intelligence & Machine Learning

• Robots & Drones

• Autonomous Transportation Systems

• Surveillance

• (Cyber) Crime, Security & Warfare

• Medical Tech

• Media (incl. Social Media)

• (Virtual) Money & Blockchain

• Communication

• Earth & Sky

• Space



Medical



Topics

• Print your own medicine

• Medical data

• Medicine’s wireless future (2009)

• Medicine’s great ‘inversion’ (2015)

• Surgical robots

• Using DNA websites to catch criminals



Lee Cronin: Print Your Own Medicine (2.5 min)

https://www.ted.com/talks/lee_cronin_print_your_own_medicine


Lee Cronin: Print Your Own Medicine - TED Talk Link

• 3-D Printable Chemistry – Reactionware
• Embed Chemical – Biological Links

• Universal set of ‘inks’ – apps to ‘print your own medicine’

• Print drugs at ‘point of need’

• On-the-fly molecular assembly

https://www.ted.com/talks/lee_cronin_print_your_own_medicine


Anders Ynnerman: Visualizing the Medical 
Data Explosion (8 min)

https://www.ted.com/talks/anders_ynnerman_visualizing_the_medical_data_explosion


Anders Ynnerman: Visualizing the Medical 
Data Explosion - TED Talk Link

• Yesterday – 100 slices, 50mb

• Today – 24000 images, 20gb

• Tomorrow – (time-resolved) 10243 voxels*, 1tb
• Put slices together into a ‘block’ of data

• Leveraging off-the-shelf ‘GPUs’ for processing data

• Virtual autopsy vs physical autopsy – ‘autopsy table’

• Real-time brain function visualization

*Voxel - A voxel represents a single sample, or data point, on a regularly spaced, three-dimensional grid. 
This data point can consist of a single piece of data, such as an opacity, or multiple pieces of data, such as a 
color in addition to opacity. In CT scans, the values are Hounsfield units. Different types of value are acquired 
from MRI or ultrasound.

https://www.ted.com/talks/anders_ynnerman_visualizing_the_medical_data_explosion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voxel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computed_tomography
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hounsfield_scale
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetic_resonance_imaging
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Medical_ultrasonography


Eric Topol: The Wireless Future of Medicine (8 min)

2009

https://www.ted.com/talks/eric_topol_the_wireless_future_of_medicine


The great Inversion of Medicine (7 min)

6 years later

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y9nS1b7ifSE&t=634s


Eric Topol: The Wireless Future of Medicine -
TED Talk Link
• Digital Medical Wireless Devices

• Electrocardiogram, vital signs (AirStrip), fetal monitoring, glucose sensors, sleep, etc.

• Handheld ultrasound, iRhythm patch (body area network)

• Corventis PiiX vital sign monitoring (device for active monitoring)

• Why now?
• Consumer-driven healthcare – living by numbers

• Sleep

• Diabetes – continuous monitoring

• New targets for wireless medicine

• Aging in Place 

• The Future – the era of wireless medicine
• Convergence – detection

The great Inversion of Medicine | Eric Topol | TEDxSanFrancisco

https://www.ted.com/talks/eric_topol_the_wireless_future_of_medicine
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y9nS1b7ifSE&t=634s


Targets for Wireless Medicine



Aging in Place



Impacts



Surgery’s past, present and robotic future | 
Catherine Mohr (10 min)

https://www.ted.com/talks/catherine_mohr_surgery_s_past_present_and_robotic_future#t-15153


Surgery’s past, present and robotic future | 
Catherine Mohr
• (1980) Laparoscopy – same surgeries through little incisions

• Difficult to learn and administer – terrible ergonomics

• da Vinci robot adds a ‘wrist’ for improved precision
• Great innovation – why isn’t all surgery being done this way

• Cost
• Time-consuming, cumbersome for repositioning, setup, adding ports…

• Solution – bring all instruments in to one place (single tube)
• Result – small incision, better precision, quicker recovery
• Add markers/dies, use special cameras to identify tumors…
• “Reach it all, see it all, heal the disease, leave the patient whole”

Robotic Surgery in Upstate New York | Ronald Marsh

The Rise of Robots in the Operating Room | Dr. Robert Webster III

https://www.ted.com/talks/catherine_mohr_surgery_s_past_present_and_robotic_future#t-15153
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aUAq5VFW4Vk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mr4xEH11N5A


Robotic Surgery and Robots in the Operating Room

Robotic Surgery in Upstate New York, Ronald Marsh (2.5 min)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aUAq5VFW4Vk


Robotic Surgery and Robots in the Operating Room

The Rise of Robots in the Operating Room, Dr. Robert Webster III (10.5 min)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mr4xEH11N5A


Medical

• 5 disruptive healthcare innovations of this moment
• Artificial Intelligence enables accurate diagnostics and personalized medical 

care

• Indigo light technology keeps medical facilities free from bacteria, fungi and 
viruses

• Artificial retina restores sight in the visually impaired

• DARPA’s brain-controlled prosthetics enable injured war veterans to regain 
mobility

• Introducing: real-life tricorders* inspired by Star Trek

*In the Star Trek universe, a tricorder is a multifunction hand-held device 

used for sensor (environment) scanning, data analysis, and data recording.

https://www.richardvanhooijdonk.com/en/5-disruptive-healthcare-innovations-this-moment/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Star_Trek
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sensor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_analysis


Medical

• The healthcare industry – 6 techniques that will disrupt it
• Telemedicine and remote care

• 6 healthcare technologies that will render your family doctor obsolete

• Surgical and humanoid robots to take care of our health

• The Gamification in the healthcare industry

• 3D printing revolution in healthcare

• Iron Man: Powered exoskeletons and prosthetics

• Rise of the cyborg culture

How do you feel about putting your fate in machines when it comes to your 
health instead of a real-life doctor?

https://www.richardvanhooijdonk.com/en/healthcare-future/
https://www.richardvanhooijdonk.com/en/6-healthcare-technologies/
https://www.beckershospitalreview.com/healthcare-information-technology/what-s-your-healthcare-gamification-strategy.html


Should Investigators Use DNA Websites to 
Catch Criminals? (1 min)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=4&v=2Amnc2lstPQ


Resources

• Videos
• Printing a human kidney - Anthony Atala – YouTube (subset)
• Medicine’s Future? There’s an App for That (older – good)
• Eythor Bender: Human exoskeletons -- for war and ... - TED Talks
• Amanda Boxtel: Walking 2.0: Humanizing Machines with Functionality ...
• TEDxSF - Berkeley Bionics - Merging Technology and the Human ...
• Catherine Mohr: Surgery's past, present and robotic future | TED Talk (good)
• Robotic Surgery in Upstate New York | Ronald Marsh | TEDxFMCC ...
• The Rise of Robots in the Operating Room | Dr. Robert Webster III ...
• Surgery’s past, present and robotic future | Catherine Mohr

10 TED Talks About Advances in Health Technology
Add using DNA to track criminals
Singularity U video (short)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bX3C201O4MA
https://www.ted.com/talks/daniel_kraft_medicine_s_future?referrer=playlist-the_future_of_medicine
https://www.ted.com/talks/eythor_bender_demos_human_exoskeletons
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HAWT5CeoH9g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=62SmQuMNE0w
https://www.ted.com/talks/catherine_mohr_surgery_s_past_present_and_robotic_future
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aUAq5VFW4Vk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mr4xEH11N5A
https://www.ted.com/talks/catherine_mohr_surgery_s_past_present_and_robotic_future#t-15153
http://www.gescienceprize.org/lists/10-ted-talks-about-advances-in-health-technology/
https://www.officer.com/investigations/forensics/video/21003391/should-investigators-use-dna-websites-to-catch-criminals
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NGwHAmkxpu0


Discussion

• Does this ‘emerging’ technology’ have the potential to benefit 
everyone equally?

• What are its risks and rewards? 

• Does it promote autonomy (self-determination) or dependence?


